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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Paul Robinson 

Over the last forty years, there has been a strong migration trend towards 

urbanization. Cities continue to grow as Canadians leave the countryside in 

search of opportunity in imetropolita o a r e a s  mHowever,the r mi opn tsegmentof 

ofurosociey theatoresist trhi trushto tmak tittbigti toe tcty :trh telderly tTh tatietf 
urbanization.asmongstcpersos tovertrh 
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The purpose of this paper is to identify the determinants of elderly 

migration to Elliot Lake. Five main questions are discussed; the questions are: 

1. 	 Who moves to Elliot Lake? What are their characteristics? Where do they 

come from? 

2. 	 How have the elderly migrants gathered information about the destination? 

3. 	 What are the reasons for moving from their previous place of residence? 

4. 	 What are the reasons for moving to Elliot Lake? 

5. 	 Are the migrants satisfied with their move? Do they participate in recreational 

and social activities? Are they developing social ties with the community and 

making new friendships? 

The questions are answered through both a literature review and data collected 

from a questionnaire that was distributed to elderly migrants in Elliot Lake. 

In the literature review, a hypothesis, based on the current research thr coe refivthestions ree r e s e a u l  reseve The reflecowg 
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The second part of the paper reviews the results from the questionnaire 

and compares the results to the hypothesis from the literature review. There 

were 144 elderly migrants from Elliot Lake who Hlled out the survey. The 

respondents came from two high-rise apartment complexes owned by 

Retirement Living (36.1% of the total sample) and from migrants living in single 

and semi-detached houses in the Porridge Lake subdivision that are mostly 

owned by Retirement Living. 

The survey results confirm most of the hypotheses developed in the 

literature review. Elderly migrants were primarily young, married (except for the 

respondents from the apartment complexes), well educated and came from other 

places in Ontario. Furthermore, the respondents gathered information through 
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